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An aeroelastfc stability of three-degree 
flap-lag-torsfon blade fn forward flight is 
examined. Quasisteady aerodynamics with a 
dynamic inflow model is used. The nonlinear 
time dependent periodic blade response is 
calculated using an iterative procedure based 
on Floquet theory. The periodic perturbation 
equations are solved for stability using 
Floquet transition matrix theory as well as 
constant coefficient approximation in the 
fixed reference frame. Results are presented 
for both stiff-inplane and soft-inpla.,e L-lade 
configcrations. The effects of sever&l para
meters on blade stability are examined, 
including structural couplfng, pitch-flap and 
pitch-lag coupling, torsfon stfffness, steady 
illflow distrfbution, dynamfc inflow, blade 
response solution and constant coefficient 
approximation. 

NOTATIONS 

• lift curve slope 
• matrix in first order 

equations in rotating system 
• matrix fn first order 

equatfons fn fixed system 
• matrices in dynamic fnflow 

f'quatfons 
• blade chord 
• blade section drag coef

ficient 
• blade sectton lift coef

ficient 
• bl~de section moment coet· 

ficient 
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a damping matrices in response 
and perturbed equations 
respectively 

• thrust coefficient. T/wpn2R~ 

• weight coefficient. W/wpn2R~ 

• differential aerodynamic 
coeffiCients wrt a 

• drag force of the helicopter 
• hinge offset divided by 

rotor radi us 
• equivalent drag area of 

he 1-i coptt!r 
• nonlinear force vector in 

response equation 
• moment Inertial of blade 

( flap) 
• ratio of tors)~nal inertia 

to blade flap ir1ertia 
• distance of hub from heli

copter c.g. 
• rotor drag force, positive 

rearward 
• pitch-flap and pitch-lag 

COll~ Ii ngs :espect i ve ly 
• stiffness matrices in response 

and stabilty equations 
• coefficients in Drees model 
• coefficient matrices in 

dynamiC inflow equation 
• mass matrices in response 

and stability equations 
• Aerodynamic rolling and 

pitching moments respectively 
• aerodynamic flap. lag and 

pitch moments respectively 
• number of blades 
• matrix i~ fixed system 

defined by eqn. (l9) 
• transition matrix 
• rotor radius 
• structural coupling para

meter 
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• rotor thrust force 
• blade section normal 

and inplane velocity 
• blade section result?nt 

velocity, {U 2 + U 2 
t P 

• forward speed 
= helicopter gross weight 
.. blade radial coordinate 

(nondimensionalized wrt 
radius) 

• chordwise offset of blade 
aerodynamic center behind 
pitch axis 

• chordwise offset of blade 
center of gravity behind 
pitch axis 

• vector con'istin~ degrees of 
freedom in rotating system 

• state vector in rotating 
system 

• rotor side force. positive 
towards advancing side 

• fuselage side force 
• blade section angle of attack. 
• real part of kth charac

teristic exponent 
• angular deflections (flap, 

lag, torsion) 
II precone angle 
II blade lock number. pacR~/Ib 
• collective, lateral cyclic. 

longitudinal cyclic pitch 
angles 

• rotor inflow ratio 
• kth characteristic exponent 
• advance ratio. V cos a/nR 
• rotating flap, lag and torsional 

frequencies 
• nonrotating flap. lag dnd tor

sional frequencies 
• air density 
• solidity ratio, N c/wR 

section induced a~gle, tan- l Up/Ut • lateral tilt of shaft 
• azimuth angle of the blade 
• imaginary part of the kth exponent 
• speed of rotation 
• perturbation quantity 

I NTRODUCTI ON 

Several researchers have examined the 
aeroelastic stability of a helicopter blade 

In hover and forward flight (see recent reviews 
-3). The phenomenon is complex involving non

linear structural, inertial and aerodynamic 
forces. With a forward flight. the equat!ons 
of blade motion get more involved because of 
the presence of many periodic terms. Due to 
the complexities of formulation and analysis 
of rotorary-wing dynamics problems. most of 
the analytical studies are of limited scopei 
more so. in forward flight cond1tions. The 
objective of the present paper is to examine 
aeroelastic stabflity fn forward flight. 
fncludfng the effects of ~namfc inflow on 
stabflity re~ults. For thfs a simple flap
lag-torsfon blade model consfstfng of three 
degrees of motfon wfll be studied. 

For design and analysis of a helicopter 
rotor. it is essential to analyze its 
aeroelastic stability. For this. J study on 
the dynamic$ of a Single blade forms an 
important fundamental step to the complete 
understanding of the rotor-body dynamics. The 
blade stability analysis consists of three 
major phasesj vehicle trim. blade steady 
response and stability of perturbation 
motion. The vehicle trim solution determines 
control settings for per~~ribed flight con
ditions and is calculated from the vehicle 
overall equil1brium equati'ons. TM blade 
response solution consists of time .1ependent 
blade position and is calculated fron the 
blade equilibrium equations. In the calcula
tions of blade response one needs the vehicle 
trim solution. For stability solutioll. a 
perturbation is given to the blade at its 
equil1brium position and the sut'=.equerlt 
response amplitude is investi~ated f~r stabi
lity. For stabil1ty calculatiolis. one needs 
tne vehicle trim solution as well as blade 
response solution. These three phases of 
study are inherently coupled. A complete 
coupled solution is very involved and there
fore ~ost of the researchers uncouple these 
three phases and study each phase separately. 
It is possible however to achieve a certain 
degree of coupling between three phases 
through an iterative process. 

The simplest form of a rotor blade 
representation is the rigid blade model with 
spring restrained hinges. Many researchers 
have eXijmined the aeroelastic stab1lity of 
this s1mple blade conf1guration. For 
example. Peter4 and Kaza and Kvaternik.& 
investigated the aeroelastic stability of 
two-de9ree flap-lag blade in forward flight. 
An improvement for this type of modelling ~s 
to introduce a third degree of motion, i.e •• 
feather rotation. A better representation 
for a hingeless blade is to treat it as an 
elastic beam. As an example. Friedmann and 
Kottapalli 6 have investigated aeroelastic 
stability of flap bending. lag bending and 
torsion of an elastic hingpless blade in for
ward flight. In the present paper. a simple 
blade representation consisting of three 
degrees of motion. flap, lag and feather 
rotations. is used to stuQy the stability 
phenomena in forward flight. 

There are many forms of vehi~le trim 
solutions available 1n literature. Johnson7• 
for example, presented in a summary form 
many trim options. For frpe fl1ght con
ditions. the control settings and the 
veh1cle angles are determined from the 
sat1sfaction of three force and three moment 
equilibrium equ~tlons. One of the popular 
trim procedure 15 to neglect altogether 
ya\11ng moment equil1br1um equation and 
thereby neglect the 1nfluence of ta11 rotor 
on solution. Th1s form of trim solutfon is 
used in the present paper. The next s1mple 
form of trim procedure6 is to neglect the 
lateral force equilibriUM equation. Ind 
thereby exclude the determ1natlon of literal 
shift tilt angle (t,> from equilibriUM 
equat1ons. Oeneral y. th1s .. y cause 
only slight influence on tr1. Ind 
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stability solutions, because t,hl! shaft 
lateral tilt ang:e does not introduce any 
vertical flow component on the blade. S~ 
researchers4,5,8 have simplified the trim 
procedure further by assuming that the 
vehicle center of gravity lies at the rotor 
hub, and thereby neglect the equilibrium of 
pitching and rolling moments of the vehicle. 
This will cause cyclic flap angles Slc and 
Sis (with respect to ~ ~ plane) to be zero. 
Here, the control s~ ings and shaft angle 
as are calculated from the vertical and 
longitudinal force equilibrium equations. 
This may again have a small Influence on trim 
solution for free level flight conditions at 
low forward speeds. At high forward speeds. 
the cyclic flap angles are not small and 
therefore must not be n~glected. Another 
fJrm of trim procedure called moment trim is 
often used by many researchers4,9,lO. and for 
this the solution Is calculated from the 
rolling moment and the pitching moment 
equilibrium equat·ions. The force equilibrium 
equations are not cons~~ered. Here. the 
rotor cyclic controls (Ole and 91S) are 
calculated for a prescrlbp.d shaft angle as. 
Some ~eople refer it as a wind tunnel trim 
and it can be quite different from propulsive 
trim4,6. 

The blade time dependent poslton is 
calculated from biade equilibrium equatio~s. 
These are coupled equations and contain 
nonlinear geometric terms as well as p~rlodic 
terms. The objective Is to calculate steady 
periodic response solutioll. In the present 
paper. the nonlinear equations are solved in 
the rotating frame In an iterative procedure 
based on Floquet theory11. A somewhat similar 
type of quasiline~rlzatlon procedure was used 
by Friedmann and Kottapall1 6• The solution 
contains all harmonics for flap. lag and tor
sion res~onse amplitudes. Another popul~r 
method. ha,~onlc balancing12 (Fourier Series) 
Is quite commonly used to calculate the blade 
steady response where response is assumed 
periodic and consists of sum of finite har
monics. This procedure gets quite involved 
for coupled systems with nonllnearlties. 
Qul.e frequently, researchers4 have obtained 
simple response solution using harmonic 
balance method where the flap response is 
assumed to undergo a single harmonic motIon 
(80. $1c ard Sis) and the lag and torslpn 
responses are ne ,1 ected. In 11 terature1•2, 
the Importance of accurate determination of 
blade equilibrium position on blade stability 
has been pOinted out. Including n0101lr: ar 
terms as well as higher blade harmonics. 

For stability .1nalysls, t· .' .lJrbatlon 
equations of motion are lInta' ·".Iout the 
blade equilibriUM position ana \' .. ~"e equations 
contain many periodic terms. Thes~ :inearized 
equations are SOlV3d using three different 
approaches in the present paper. The first 
approlch6 is to analyze the stability of the 
blade In the rotating reference frame using 
Floquet tranSition matrix theory. This approach 
is applfcable if the Inflo~1 is assumed to be 
steady. The second and third approach analyze 
the stability or rotor perturbation equations In 

the fixed reference frame. It Is assumed that 
the rotor Is tracked and all the blades are iden
tical. The blade equatlo~s In the rotating 
reference frame are transfo,,"ad to t.he fhed 
refer~nce frame as rotor eguatlons using Fourier 
coordinate tr'ansformatlon1". In the present 
paper, these transformations are performed numeri
cally and thus t.he working through the l~borlous 
algebraic expresslolls h aVOIded. In the second 
approach, the rotor equat ions III the fi xed f ram ... 
arp. solved using Floquet transition matl'lx theor'y. 
Through the coord.· ;~e transformation, many 
periodic te~s present In the rotating frame get 
cancelled out in the fixed frame. Therefore, the 
rotor equations in the fixed frame cont:ain only 
selected periodic terms, for example. third 
harmonic for tnree-bladed rotor and second and 
fourth harmonic for four-bladed rotor. In th, 
third aoproach14 , a constant coeffici~nt apprJxl
matlon Is made by averaglrg out periodic ten s 
and solving the resul·ing equations. 

In all these three approache~ an elgen
analysis Is made and the nature of e1genvalues 
explains t~e stability of the blade. Another com
monly used method15 is n~merlcal inteyration of 
complet~ equations. This approach Is though 
simple in Implementation. but is quite heavy from 
computation point of view. 

For trim and response solutions. the quasl
steady appro~lmatlon Is used for the determination 
of aerodynamic loads. For the pertutcltion 
solution. th~ unsteady aerodynamics effect~ ran 
be Important and these are introduced in an 
a~proxlmate manner. through a dynamic inflow 
modelling. The effect of dynamic Inflow on 
coupled flap-lag two degrees :'f motiQn In forward 
flight has been Investigate'; earl1er9- 10 and has 
been snown tr be ~ulte Impo.tant for bla( stabi
lity. In the present paper. the Influence of 
inflow dynamics has been Investigated for a 
coupled flap-lag-torsion motion with Improved trim 
and response solutio~s. The dynamic Inflow 
modelling is based on the actuatcr disk tneory. 
This necessitates the transformation of blade 
aerodynamic forr.es to the fl~ed reference frame 
and therefore only second and third approach can 
be conveniently used to analyze blade stability. 

In the paper. t.he effel.ts of several para
meters on bl, de stabll1ty Is examined, Includlnll. 
structural CI Jpllng. pitch-flap coupling, pitch
lag coupling. lag stiffness. torsion stiffness, 
steady irflow distribution. dynamiC Inflow. blade 
response and constant coefficient approximation, 

EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The bladt is assumed to undergo three degrees 
of motion: rigid body flap, l.g and feather rota
tions about h1nges at the t~ad~ ,ot, with hinge 
springs to obtain arbltrar) natural frequencIes. 
The hinge sequence Is n .. p Inboara. lag. 1M then 
feather outboard. The flap angle 8 1s pnsltlve up 
the lag Ingle t Is pOSitive aft (opposite to 
rotatIon) and the feather angle e IS po~I'ive nos~ 
up. The equations of MOtion ~re derived for this 
configuration. and In gener.l. terms up to second 
order are retained in the flap ana lap equations 
and tel'lls up to till rd order ,,'e reta1.1ed f n the 
feather .quation. The equations art 



Flap Equation: 

** 2 * * 3 X I ** 8 + Vs 8 + 2wS/;SS - 2St - '2 Ii" (a + a) 

* ** Rs 2 2 + If (ea + ea) +;- (w
t 

- ~'s) sin a cos a 

t" ~ + W 21\ 
I 02 S P 
b (1) 

Lug Equation: 

** 2 * * 3 X I ** * c+v t+2wt;Lc+2ss---(aa+2sa) 
r; t 2 R 

Feather Equation: 

3 XI ** XI ** ** * Ma + - - (-ar; + 2 - a - I + 2Sc - S) "--
2 R R Ib 02 

* where If is the ratio of the feathering inertia to 
flapping inertia; XI is the chordwise offset of 
the center of gravity from the pitch axis 
(positive aft). the ts tL and t9 are the viscous 
damping coefficients; the w • wand ware the 
nonrotating ~atural frequen2ies Cof the8blade 
(divided by rotational speed 0) and SD is the pre
cone angle. The MS' Mc. Ma are t~e aer~dynamic 
flap, lag and feather moments r~~v~ctively. F~r a 
uniform blade the nondimensional rotating frequen
cies are given as 

2 .J e R!> (2 (2 2) 1 2 ) v = - - + - w - Rs w - Ws s n a c 2 l-e f1. C t 

2 2 
f1. • 1 + Rs(l-Rs) Ws -wt sin 2a 

2 2 Ws wt 

The e is the hinge offset (divided by rdd1us of 
the blade) and Rs is +"'2 structural coupling para·· 
meter. A s1mple means of representing structur. ~ 
cou~fing effect in the rIgid blade representation 
is illustrated 1n Fig. l(a). It is used to charac
terizu the hub to biade stiff~ess and 1s defined as 
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KS' Kt; are the cc~bined hub and blade stiffnesses 
in f'ap and lag directions. The Rs·O represents 
the configuration wlth blade par~ as rigid and all 
the flexibility ton~entrated at the hub. The 
structural fully coupled is represente~ by Rs"l 
and this idealizes flexible blade with rigid hub. 
The intermediate values of Rs represent the case 
where both blade as well as hub are flexible. 

Qllasisteady airfoil characteristics are used 
tv obtain the aerodynamic forces. The pertur
bation section aerodynamic forces and pitch moment 
(in the shaft axis) are 

6F x .. .!. pC(6Ut {-~. (UpC t + Ut Cd ) + UpUt C.t + CdY 
2 Y a a Y 

Ut
2

:.1t ~ C +-CJ }+ 6Up{--(UpC .. + UtCd ) + .. 
Y Y a a Y 

UpUt 
+ CtY + -Y- Cdt+ 6e{Y(UpCta 

+ UtCda)}] 

1 XA XA 
6Ma .. - pC (6Ut {2Ut (Cm - - C .. )+UpCm - - UpC,t } 

2 t; a c a 

+ 611 {2U (C - XA C ) - UtC + XA Ut C } 
ppm c,t ma c "a 

+ 6a{y2(C
m 

- XA C
t 

)}J (2) 
a C a 

where XA is the chordwise offset of the aerodynamic 
center from elastic axis (positive aft). c is the 
chord. Y is the re3ultant ~elocity and Up and Ut 
are a1rflow veloc1ty romponents 1n tangential and 
normal directions (Fig. l(b». The steady and pe,'
turbation flo'/ components for forward flight are 

Steady: 

* Ut .. {x(l-e) - x(l-e)t + ~ s1n ~ - c~ cos !/I, 

* Up • {A - x(l-e) 8t + x(l-e)s + ~8 cos .} 

Perturbation: (3) 

* 6Ut • {6C'1 cos". - x(1-e)61;} 

* 6U • ~-x(1-e)861; - x(1-e)c68 + x(1-e)68 + p 

~68 cos 1/1 - £. (1 + XA) 6:' 
R 2 c 



The perturbation aerodynamic moments required for 
the stability analysis aoe written as 

B 
ttl "f x • f:f • dx 

8 e Z 

B 
ttl "f x • f:f dx 

r; e x 
(4) 

B B 
ttl 8 " J liM :Ix + f 1oi··C dx e a e '"N 

where MNC is the noncirculatory aerodynamic pitch 

moment and is expressed as 

1 2 3 ** 1 XA 1 c 2XA 3 - -
Mnc " - "p{l c R [~ ,/- + -) - - - (- + -) 

4 4 c 4R c 8 

+ ~ {\l cos t(! + XA) _ ! f. (2XA + l) } 
4 c 4R c 8 

(5) 

where x is the nondimensional distance from the 
hub and \l is the advance ratio (V cos as I dO. 

The final blade equation~ of motion in for
ward flight can be written as 

(6) 

where the inertia matrix ~r. the damping matrix 
.&r and stiffness matrix!r contain periodic terms. 
The vector }r consists of three states; flap, lag 
and torsion deflectior.s in the rotating system. 
The (*) shown in the equations refers differen-
t i at ions wi th respect to ljI and ljI is the az ioIlIth 
an:11e (nondimensional time, ~). All the 
geometric nonlinearities are put into the force 
vector FNL. The blade response is calculated 
from the solution of above equations. 

For the stability solution, the flutter 
motion is assumed to be a small perturbation 
about the blade equilibrium position. 

The final linearized perturbed equations are 
obtained as 

(7) 

2~5 

The perturbation inertia matrix ~r~, damping 
matrix frP, stiffness matrix !rP also contain 
periodic terms. To determine blade stability one 
needs blade response solution. To calculate this 
blade response solution one needs the vehicle trim 
solution. 

VEHICLE TRIM SOLUTION 

The propulsion trim which is described hpre 
simulates the free flight condition. The tr~m 
sOlutloll in forward flight involves the calcula
tions of pilot-control setting as well as the 
v~hicle orientation for a prescribed flight con
ditions. For a specified weight coefficient 
Cw and a fixed forward speed (Il) the trim solution 

evaluates !Io, 81C ' 8Is , au' 81C ' 61s ' ~P' .s and 

A. The trim solution is calculated from the 
vehicle equilibrium equations. Fig. l(c) shows 
the forces and moments acting on the vehicle. 

Vertical force equilibrium: 

Ii-T cos (a - ~p) cos .s + 0 sin 6FP - H sin 

(a - ~p) + Y sin .s " 0 (9) 

Longitudinal force equilibrium: 

o cos ~p+H cos (a-'\=p)-T sin (a - 8FP ) = 0 (10) 

Lateral force equilibrium: 

Y f + Y cos .5 + T sin .s " 0 

Pitching moment: 

M +Mf-W(X -hsina)-Ocos y y cg 

(a + Efp)h - 0 sin (a + 8FP ) .Xcg=U 

Rolling moment: 

Mx + Mxf + Y f·h cos .s + Y f Y cg sin .s 

+ Wh sin .s - W Y cg cos .s = 0 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

Where T is the rotor thrust and Y and H are the 
side and drag forces. These are five vehicle 
equilibrium equations. For trim solution one 
also needs rotor equilibrium equations in 
simplified form. These are 

-2
1 f" (Flapping equation) dljl " 0 (14) 
11 0 

-21 f1l (Flapping equations) cos ljI d ljI .. 0 (1!1) 
11 0 

1 fl' (Flapping equations) sin ljI d IjI • 0 (16) 
2w 0 



The induC(j inflow is related to the rotor thrust 
as 

1 .. :: tan a t CT (l +k .x COS ttK .x sin t) 
21Jl 2+>.2 X y (17) 

where Kx and Ky are obtained from Drees 
model l3 and is expressed as 

"x ,. 4/3((1-1.811 2)11 - (AlII)2 - AlII] 

ICy ,. -211 

For hover "x ,. ICy ,. 0 

These are nine equations with nine unknowns (~. 
Blc ' ~s. 60 , 61c ' 61s ' A. CI'.S) and these are 
solved numerically by iterative method. 

BLADE RESPONSE SOLUTION 

The blade response solution involves the 
determInation of time dependent blade position and 
is calculated from the blade equations (6). For 
the calculation of response solution one needs 
vehicle 'rim s~1utlon. The nonlinear response 
solution is obtained from nonlinear periodic 
equations (6) using Floquet theoryll. These 
equations are expressed in the state vector form 

(18) 

Mhere !r is the state variable vector involving 
six states. 

First a linear solution is calculated after 
dropping all nonlinear terms. For this the 
initial conditions are calculated from Floquet 
theory as 

yeO) = (I - Q(2wJ)-l Y (211) (19) 
- - "" -e 

where Je(211) is the complete solution after one 
revolution with rest initial conditions and Y(2_) 
is the Floquet transition matrix. For numerical 
integration of the equations. a fourth order Runge
Kutta algorithm is used. The next step is to 
obtain the initial conditions for the complete 
nonlin~ar problem. This is done in an iterative 
manner. As a first guess, the above linear solu
tion is used as an initial .~;tor Y' (0) for the 
nonlinear solution and the completeer~sponse 
le(211) after one revolution is c~lculated. The 
updar.eJ Floquet transition matH" Q 1s function of 
respLnse amplitude and is calculatErd by perturbing 
the estimated initial conditions Je(O) by a smail 
perturbation vector !. 

9(211) .. C-; (l,(l)(211) - Je(l-». 1 (!,(2)(2w) 
1 Ez 

-1e (2w» •••• f<v,;6)(ZW)-.!e(2w») (20) 
6 

Where y(i)(211) is the response with init1al con
ditions of 
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So a new set of initial conditions for the nonli
near analysis are obtained 

1(0) .. le(O) + (1 - in-l 
<!e(2w) - !e{O» (21) 

This procedure is repeated till a converged set of 
initial conditions is obtained. Typically it 
takes about 2 to 3 iterations to obtain converged 
solutioil. Once the initial conditions 1(0) are 
obtained. then the total response yet) for any 
time in a revolution is calculated-numerically 
using time integration (Runge Kutta). This gives 
us the nonlinear equilibrium deflection of the 
blade along the azimuth. 

FLUTTER SOLUTION 

The linearized perturbed equations of motion 
(8) is w.-1tten in the state vector form as 

(22) 

* where 1r • !r are the blade equillibrium position 
in the rotating reference frame and 6Y and 6Y 
are perturbation states. These linearfzed r 
equations are solved for ~tability using Floquet 
trans i t ion IMt!'ix theory13. Here the ei genva lues 
of transition matrix of A t;"'1 be written in 
characteristic exponents ~:m 

\.\+h~ (23) 

and the mode in stable when '\ <0. 
For the perturbation solution the unsteaqy 

aer~qynamtcs effect can be important and these are 
introduced in an approximate manner. through a 
qynamic inflow modelling. The wake inflow is 
perturbed about the steady inflow A 

where 6A 1s the perturbed inflow 
component. 

A 11near variation of perturbed inflow 
is used 

(24) 

6A • 6\J + cU1C x cos. + 6A1s x s1n • (25) 

The qynamic inflow components 4AO. 
6J.IC. cUl$ are re lated to rotor unsteaqy 
aerodynam1c forces and moments 

.( 



where 

The IlCp IlCm ' IlCm are the perturbed 
x y 

thrust, roll moment and pitch moment and 
these are obtained for the Ith olade. 
The m and 1-1 matrices used here are 
evaluated analytically based on the 
actuator disk theo~y In Ref. 16. The 
nonzero elements of m and 1 are 

128 
mll ---7511 

- .... 

16 
"'22 • m33 .. - fu 

1:33 4 1 
"22 .. me= - l+s'fna v 

!.:ll!!.! • .!. 
I+slno v 

A Is the indu~ed Inflow due to steady 
r~tor thrust. This model gives a quite 
accurate description of dynamic inflow 
~s concluded in reference 3. 

The disk loading Is approximated in 
terms of tile blade loading, \SF z as 

aa Nb 1 _ 
IlCT • - L I (\SF Z ) k dx 

"YNb kal e 

aa Nb 1 
IlCM '" - - ! I (#".) xdx sin .. 

x "YNb k -I e Z k Ok 

(27) 

With the inclusion of dynamic Inflow, it 
is convenient to analyze blade stability 
in the fixed reference frame. The 
coupled blade equations are transformed 
to the fixed reference frame from 
rotating frame using Fourier co-ordinate 
transformation13• For four bladed rotor 
(N

b
-4) 

1 ~ 1. (01 fferent i a I 
Nb m=I 

equat ion)\ ~ cos • ~ 2 sin .m 
(_I)m m 

(28) 

These transformations are carried out 
numerically. The final equations of 
motion in fixed co-ordinate frame can be 
written as 

* 
6.!F .. ~f(') ~F + ~f(')6~ (29) 

The unsteady force \SF In dynami c I nf low 
equations is given as 

Putting together the rotor equations 
with the inflow equation, one gets 

~f(') 1 t 61 1 
H-1B _H-1t-1 6A __ 2 _ """ -

(31) 

The above equations in the fixed frame 
contain only selected harmonics, for 
example third harmonic for 3 bladed 
rotor, second and fourtll for 4 bladed 
rotor. These linearized periodic 
equations are solved usiny Fl04uet tran
sition matrix tlleory and constant coef
ficient approximation approach. In the 
constant coefficient approximation 
approach the periodi~ terms are averaged 
out by applying the operator 

1 2. 
- J (------) d. 
211 0 

(32) 

and then solved as an eigenvalue problem. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

"' U 

The aeroelastic stability is examined for 
a four-bladed rotor with Lock num~er y • S.U, 
solidity ratio a • 0.05, feather inertia to 

* flap ratio 1(-0.0003 and with zero precone. 
The blade offsets such as the XI_ the chord
wise ce~ter of 9 vity offset from pitch axis 
tn terms of radius anu XA aerodynamic centre 
offset from elastic axis are set to zero. The 



fuselage centre of gravity Ifes on the shaft 
axis and is assumed to be at a dfstance 0.2R 
below the rotor center. The aerofoil charac
teristics used are 

C
t 

= 5.7a 

Cd = 0.01 

em = -0.02 

The helicopter drag cOeffic!ent in terms of 
flat plate area ratio (f/wR ) of .01 is used. 
The blade flap and torsion frequencies 
(rotating) are 1.lS/rev and S.O/rev respec
tively. Two different lag frequencies are 
used; 0.S7/rev for soft inplane rotor and 
1.4/rev for stiff inplane rotor. The soft 
inplane rotor configuration was taken as a 
matched stiffness case (we • w

t
). 

First. results ~ere calculated for some 
s~lected cases to make comparison with those 
ct ether authors for identical conditions. 
Th~ vehicle trim was calculated for uniform 
inflow conditon with the center of gravity 
lying at the rotor hub (h=O) and the results 
obtained were identical to those of Ref. 18. 
The blade stability of two-degree flap-lag 
blade was calculated USing simple response 
solution (single flap harmonic) and for uni
form steady inflow condition. The lag damping 
values calculated for various flight con
ditions were quite identical to those of Ref. 
4. The inclusion of dynamic inflow on the 
stability of this tWO-degree motion blade was 
checked with the results of Ref. 9. ~nd again. 
the comparison was quite satisfactory. Then. 
the flap-lag-torsion stability results were 
calculated for soft and stiff inplane con
figurations for steady inflow conditions. 
For perturbation solution. a nonlinear 
equilibrium position was used. The stability 
results showed some comparable trends with 
those of Ref. 6. in which results are obtained 
with imp.oved structural modelling for the 
blade (elastic beam). 

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the vehicle trim 
solutions for Cw of .2 and .1 respectively. 

a 
The propulsive trim parameters 90. alC. 91s. 
ClHP. 's. x. BO. SIC. 81$ are plotted for dif~ 
ferent forward speeds (in terms of advance 
ratio u=V/nR). The solution is calculated 
iteratively from nonlinear equilibrium 
equations (large angles). The flight path 

~~~~~~F~ ;~n::~u~1~t~~b~~i~~r~de~0(D~~::~iS 
used. These trim parameters are defined in 
the hub plane axes system and so the cyclic 
flap angle SlC is small for even large u. For 
larger u. tht shaft has to tilt more to com
pensate the increase in paraSite drag and 
hence ClH~ increases with u and thereby cause 
inflow X to increase. For large thrust levels 
Cw/ g • control requirements are large but the 
ang I e ClHP is sma 11. The reasor. for lower 
shaft angle at high CW/ a is due to the fact 
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that. for same paraSite drag (for a given for 
ward speed) the shaft has to tilt less to 
balance the parasite drag as the thrust magni
tude is more. It 1s also observed that trim 
calculated from linearized equilibrium 
equations (small angles assumption) is quite 
close to the above nonlinear solution except 
for large advance ratios. The influence of 
inflow distribution is primarily on longitudi
nal and lateral cyclic pitch 91s. 81C' The 

effect of uniform inflow for Cw = 0.1 is shown 
a 

by dotted line 1n Fig. 2(b). The effect of 
inflow distribution on other tri. parameters 
is quite small. 

Figs. 3(a)-(c) present tiMe dependent 
equilibrium position of blade for one 
complete revolutfon. The response solution 
in terms of flap, lag and torsion deflections 
(angles) is calculated iteratively fro. nonli
near blade eiuations (rotatf~g frame) using 
the floquet theory described earlier. These 

C results correspond to a ~ z 0.1 and advance 
C1 

ratio u = 0.2. For comparison, the linear 
response solution (dotted) is also presented. 
The geometric nonlinearities are important for 
lag response and play less important r~le in 
flap and torsion response calculations. 

For numerical results. a convergence 
study was conducted to determine time steps 
needed in one revolution for time integration 
(Runge-Kutta) for both response as well as 
stability calculations using Floquet Theory. 
It was concluded that 120 tfme steps are quite 
adequate for well converged (four 
significant-digit) response and stability 
solutions. For stability results. only the 
lowest damped lag mode is presented. The flap 
and torsion modes are comparitfvely high 
damped modes and are not presented here. The 
damping in terms of real part of complex 
eigenvalue, a~ is shown. Note at • tL~~. 
where tL d&mping ratio of lag mode and ~ 10 is 
frequency of lag mode nondimensionalized~w1th 
r(spect to rotational speed. 

In Fig. 4. the effect of torsion 
flexibility on the blade stability is 
shown. For these solutions. the Simple 
blade response is used and the stability 
roots are obtained in the rotating frame 
with steady uniform 1nflow conditions. 
There is a ~isparfty between two results, 
clearly Showing the importance of inclusion 
of torsion flexibility for blade stability 
analySiS. This has been pointed out by 
other authors6• 

Fig. 5 shows the effect of blade 
response solutions on statility. The lag 
mode damping is calculated using three 
types of blade equilibrium solutions; these 
are complete nonlinear solution, linear 
solution and simple solution. The linear 
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and nonlinear solutions contain all har
monics for flap, lag and torsion modes 
whereas the simple solution consists of 
single flap harmonic only. These solutions 
are obtained in the rotating frame with 
steady uniform inflow conditions. Though it 
is computationally less involved to use 
simple response solution, the results are 
poor in accuracy. For accurate results it 
is needed to use a complete nonlinear blade 
response solution. 

Fig. 6 presents the influence of 
steady inflow distribution on the blade 
stability. T~ese solutions are obtained in 
the fixed frame with dynamic inflow included. 
In the figure the damping of the lowest 
ddmped, low frequency cyclic lag mode 
(regressive mode) is presented. Two types 
)f steady inflow model are used; uniform 
distribution and linear distribution 
(Drees). The uniform distribution 
underpredicts lag damping. For subsequent 
results, the linear inflow model (Drees) is 
used. 

Figs. 7 and 8 present the damping of 
low frequency cyclic lag mode for different 
advance ratio~. Three sets of results are 
shown and these respectively represent 
dynamic inflow Floquet results (full line), 
dynamic inflow constant coefficient 
approximation results (big dots) and steady 
inflow results (small dots). In Figures 
7(a) and 7(b), the stability results are 
shown for stiff inplane rotor for CW/ o •• 1 
and .2 respectively. For this case the low 
frequency mode is a regressive mode. The 
constant coefficient approximation is quite 
satisfactory for small advance ratios ~. 
The inclusion of dynamic inflow is impor
tant for low forward speeds. This shows 
that for large forward speeds unsteady 
aerodynamic effects are not important and 
quasisteady approximation is quite adequate 
for blade stability analysiS. At large 
thrust levels the influence of dynamic 
inflow and constant coefficient approxima
tion is large because of larger aerodynamic 
forces involved. Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) 
show the blade stability results for soft 
inplane rotor for Cw/ o of .1 and .2 respec
tively. For this case the low frequency 
mode is a progressive mode. Again for the 
matched stiffness configuration, the 
results are quite identical to the stiff 
configuration. Constant coefficient 
approximation less satisfactory for high 
advance ratios, the dynamic inflow inc: . 
sion is more important for low advance 
ratios. 

In Figs. 9 !nd 10 the effect of struc
tural coupling on lag mode stability is 
presented for stiff inplane and soft 
inplane rotors respect1vely for C/o of 
0.1. The earlier results were caTculated 
for blades with no structural coupling 
(Rs·O). Th1s ideal1zes the configurations 
with blade part as r1gid and all the flex1-
bility concentrated at the hub. The struc
turally fully coupled is represented by 
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RS·l and this idealizes flexible blade with 
r1gid hub. The value of Rs less than 1 
represents intermediate cases where both 
blade as well as hub are flexible. The 
stability results are obtained using 
Floquet theory with dynamic inflow effects 
included. The structural coupling has an 
important effect on blade stability for 
stiff inplane rotor. In fact with larye 
structural coupling the blade becomes more 
stable. This is because with a large 
structural coupling R , the weakly damped 
lag mode gets coupledSwith well damped flap 
mode and thereby stabilizes the lag mode. 
The effect of structural coupling is negli
gible on the soft lag configuration and 
this is because the configuration con
sidered is matched stiffness case. On 
these figures the results are also plotted 
with steady linear inflow aerodynamics. 
For stiff lag rotors, the effect of inclu
sion of dynamic inflow is large for con
figurations "ith zero structural coupling, 
and the influence is quite stabilizing. 
With large structural coupling R , the 
effect of dynamic inflow is lesssand it is 
destabilizing. 

Figs. 11 and 12 show the effect of 
torsional stiffness on lag mode stability 
for stiff inplane and soft inplane rotors 
for Cw/ v of .1. Results are obtained for 
three dlfferent torsional frequencies and 
these are 2.5, 5 and 10 per revolution. 
For both soft inplane and stiff inplane 
rotors, increasing torional stiffness 
increases lag damping (more stable) for 
lower forward speeds (low ~) and decrease 
lag damping (less stable) at higher forward 
speeds. 

The effect of pitch-flap and pitch-lag 
coupling terms on blade stability is 
studied by modifying the feather angle in 
the flap-lag equations 
(two-degree-of-freedom) 

~-~f • 0 - K B - K ~ 
t. pS p~ 

The pitch-fld~ c~w~:j~q Ke A is positive 
f1 ap up/pi tch down, and i; .. ~ pi tch-Jag 
coupling is positive lag back/pitch down. 
These couplings are caused due to torsion 
dynamics or kinematic couplings. Figs. 
13(a) r~d 13(b) show the influence of 
pitch- . .1g coupling on Jag mode stability 
for stiff inplane and soft inplane rotors 
respectively for Cw/o of 0.1. The positive 
pitch-lag coupling stabilizes the low fre
guency cyclic lag ~ode for stiff inplane 
rotors, and destablizes this lag mode for 
soft inplane rotors. The opposite effect 
1s seen w1th the negat1ve p1tch-lag 
coupl1ng. A s1m1lar type of observation is 
made for hover1ng blade stab111ty 1n Ref. 
17. F1gs. 14(a) and 14(b) show the effect 
of pitch-flap coupling on lag mode stabi-
11ty for st1ff inplane and soft 1nplane 
rotors respectively for Cw/o of 0.1. A 
negative p1tch-flap couplin£ reduces the 
flap frequency, and it produces a 



stabilizing effect on lag mode for low for
ward speeds and a destabilizing effect at 
higher forward speeds. A positive pitch
flap coupling raises the flap frequency. 
and it has a co~paratively small effect on 
lag mode stability. Also, it can be seen 
the effect of pItch-flap coupling on blade 
stability is much smaller as compared to 
that of pitch-lag coupling. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An aeroelastic stability of a simple 
three-degree-of-freedom blade model in for
ward flight is examined. The nonlinear 
time dependent blade equilibrium position 
is calculated using a quasi linearization 
procedure based on Floquet theory. The 
perturbation solution is obtained using 
Floquet transition matrix theory as well as 
constant coefficient approximation in the 
fixed reference frame. The stability 
results are calculated for both stiff
inplane and soft-inplane blade con
figurations. The inclusion of torsion 
degree of motion is important for blade 
stability. The nonlinear time dependent 
periodic blade response has a significant 
influence on blade stability. For steady 
inflow distribution, the linear variation 
(Drees) is somewhat stabilizing for lag 
mode damping as compared to uniform distri
bution. The effect of dynamic inflow on 
lag mode stability is small at high forward 
speeds (~>.3). The constant coefficient 
approximation appears satisfactory for low 
forward speeds (lJ < .2). The structural 
coupling produces stabilizing effect on 
blade stability for stiff lag rotors. For 
matched-stiffness configurations, there is 
no effect of structural coupling on blade 
stability. RaiSing of torsional stiffness 
increases lag mode damping (more stable) at 
lower forward speeds (lJ < .15) and decreases 
lag damping (less stable) at higher forward 
speeds (\1>.15). A positive pitch-lag 
coupling stabilizes the law frequency 
cyclic lag mode for stiff lag rotors and 
destabilizes this mode for soft-lag rotors. 
An opposite effect is seen with negative 
pitch-lag coupling. The effect of pitch
flap coupling on lag mode damning is small 
as compared to pitch-lag cOu~ling effect. 
The negative pitch-flap coupling stabilizes 
lag mode at low forward speeds and destabi
lizes it at higher forward speeds. The 
positive pitch-flap coupling has a little 
influence nn lag mode stability. 
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Fig. l(a) Spring model for elastic blade and hub 
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Fig. l(b) Blade section Aerodynamics 
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Fig. 1 (c) Hel icopter in forward flight 
showing vehicle trim configut'ation 
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Fig. 4 Effect of tors~on degree of freedom on 
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(ve=1.15, v~=l .4, Rs=O, steady uniform 
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DISCUSSION 
Paper No. 16 

FLAP-LAG-TORSION STABILITY IN FORWARD FLIGHT 
Brahmananda Panda 

and 
Inderjit Chopra 

Wayne " ~nson, NASA Ames ~esearch Center: Could you describe again the manner in which you 
trimmed the rotor in forward flight? I noticed in your plot of flapping motion t~t you had 
about one degree of 1 per rev flapping ~tion, so could you tell us how the rotor was trimmed 
for these results? 

Panda: First, :ie obtained the v~hicle trim equations and calculate th~ control 90 , 910 , and 
91s ' And using that with the cO"';Jled flap-lag-torsion blade equations for solving t.le trim. 

J~hnson: Did you trim to zero moment about some center of gravity of a helicopter below the 
rotor hub, i~ that what you did? 

!'~: Yes. 

Peretz Fri2dmann, University of California, Los Angeles: I wanted to be sure that I understand 
what kind of model you are using. You have an offset-hinged, spring-restrained blade model with 
flap, lag, and torsion degrees of freedom, is that correct? 

Panda: Yes. 

Friedmann: Then I just wanted to comment that at the European Rotorcraft Forum this August a 
gentleman by the name of Neelakanthan did exactly the same problem. He also did the elastic 
blade with two flap, two lag, and two torsional degrees of freedom and his results indicated 
that th~ model you are using is not safe at all times, so I am just suggesting that maybe you 
shvuld qualify your conclusions. 

Bill Bousma, , U.S. Army Aeromechanics La~oratory: I haven't had time to look at these last two 
papers, but I think that most of the stuff Peretz has done over the years and other people--Dave 
Peters--ha~ not shown an 'nstability at high speed and ther~ is none shown here in the lag 
mode. It's just the continuing stabilizing effect as the inflow increases. Dr. Reddy showed 
Ploquet splitting roots and a destabi.'izin~ effect and I guess it's an open question [whether] 
this is something new. Was it just thdt hlS torsion [frequency] was 3 per r~v or what? 

Friedmann: r Just wanted ':0 say. Bill, that the instability that Reddy has SOlown is one which 
appeared for a stiff in~lan~ cas~ in the paper which ~ottapalli and I have wrltten and he Just 
checked it out and he got t.le same instability. 
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